Abstruct-Considering the interplay between different phases of fault tolerance, a new problem of locating a faulty module in a computing system is formulated and solved in this paper. First, the probability of each module being faulty or faulty probability is calculated using the likelihood principle from the model parameters for fault detection, diagnostics, error propagation, and error detection. Then, based on the faulty probabilities and a given required diagnostic coverage, the order in which modules are to be diagnosed and the maximum time allotted to diagnose each module are determined by minimizing the average total diagnostic time. An example is presented and analyzed to answer the question of whether or not a system should delay the diagnosis upon detection of an error until more errors are detected.
The most notable are the model proposed in [22] and extensions thereof. Among them, only a couple of models are directly related to our work and thus will be reviewed below. (See Section VI for reviews on others.) Bossen and Hsiao [4] proposed a probabilistic model for the detection of intermittent and transient faults. Since intermittent and transient faults that had occurred during normal operation may disappear during off-line testing, they used the information gathered from detection mechanisms to isolate faults. Their model was implemented as an automated diagnostic methodology for the IBM 3081 Processor Unit [30] . New hardware features were added in the IBM 3081 Processor Unit to record the system's status at the time of occurrence of errors. Thus, in most cases the faulty module can be directly isolated from this information without additional diagnosis. If direct isolation of faults is not possible, then probable faulty modules are tested for stuck-at faults in combinational networks of each of the modules. If the fault is still not found, modules are sequentially replaced until the system is repaired. The sequence of replacement is determined based on the numbers of circuits in each module.
The above approach is deterministic in nature since abundant information on the fault is available, thus almost always reducing the number of probable faulty modules down to one. By contrast, our model will require only the knowledge of the times and places (module identity) of error detections and a probabilistic model of fault behavior. Based on this minimal information, our objective is to locate the faulty module as quickly as possible. For this, a human or another computer system is brought in upon detection of one or more errors to diagnose every module in the system sequentially until the faulty module is identified under the single faulty module assumption' or all the modules are exhausted. A Bayesian decision approach will be used to determine the order of modules to be diagnosed and the maximum diagnostic times for individual modules.
The paper is organized as follows. Section I1 defines the parameters associated with fault detection, periodic diagnostics, error propagation, and error detection. In Section 111, the faulty probability of each module is derived, and the optimal order in which modules are to be diagnosed is determined by using a Bayes decision criterion. In Section IV, the optimal diagnostic times for individual modules are determined by minimizing the average total diagnostic time. An example is then presented in Section V . In Section VI, we compare our model to other system level diagnosis models and remark on ' Relaxation of this assumption will be addressed in Section VI OO18-9340/90/02OO-0182$01 .OO 0 1990 IEEE how to relax the single faulty module assumption. The paper concludes with Section VII.
SYSTEM MODEL
An N-module computing system is represented by a digraph D = ( V , E ) , where V = { u I , * a , u N } denotes the set of nodes, E = { eij; 1 I i, j I N} denotes the set of directed edges. Each node in V represents a module in the system, and a directed edge eij represents a communication link2 from U; to uj. Typical methods of communication between software modules are message passing or shared memory. Hardware modules can communicate via control and data signals. If there is no communication link from U; to U,, E will not contain eV, or e, is a null edge.
The fault tolerance in a multimodule system is achieved by several sequential phases as shown in Fig. 1 . The fault process determines the time, the location, and the type of a fault that occurs in the system. A fault may induce error(s), which is described by the error process. To distinguish an error from a fault, both are defined as follows.
A fault is a damage, defect, or deviation from the normal state of the computing system on which tasks execute.
An error is a deviation from the specification of a task.
For example, a broken wire, an electromagnetic interference, or a bug in a program is a fault, whereas an incorrect result or an untimely control signal is an error. A thorough discussion on the terminology about faults and errors can be found in [ 131.
Based on the definitions of fault and error, the detection phase can be divided into fault detection and error detection. The former is concerned with detecting the manifestation of a fault by some means other than program execution (e.g., a * Not to confuse this with a connection link.
built-in tester), while the latter deals with detecting those errors in program execution induced by fault(s). Hence, the fault location phase will be called for only after an error detection. The problem of locating the faulty module becomes complicated when error detection mechanisms are not perfect (i.e., have less than 100 percent coverage), since an error may propagate from one module to others via intermodule communication before it is detected in some module(s).
In the remainder of this section, the above fault-tolerant phases will be characterized with probabilistic models. The density and cumulative distribution functions of a random variable V, ( Vj) will be denoted as f,!' (fg) and F,!' (F,!j') , respectively.
A . Faults and Errors
A module is said to be faulty if it contains one or more faults and is said to become contaminated if it contains an error. Let Tr, the u;'s faulty time, denote the time instant a fault occurs in U;. Let T f , the u;'s contaminating time, denote the time instant the first error occurs in ui as a result of either the manifestation of a fault within U; or the propagation of error(s) from other module(s). We assume that the system contains at most one faulty module at a time, although the faulty module could contain multiple faults. An extension of our results to the case of multiple faulty modules will be addressed in Section VI.
If ui is the faulty module, the fault latency of U;, denoted by Li, is defined as the time interval between vi's faulty time and contaminating time. A methodology for determining the distribution of the faulty latency on real systems was developed in [27] .
The rate of fault occurrence in U; is characterized by the fault cycle in U;, denoted by Yi, which is the time interval between two consecutive faulty times of U;. In Fig. 2 , a time chart is used to illustrate the parameters defined in this subsection.
B. Error Propagation
If a module's detection mechanism is not perfect, faults in that module induce errors which may then propagate to other modules before some module detects one or more of these errors. To describe error propagation in the system, a (propagation) path from U; to uk, written as (U;, * -* , uk) is defined as a directed path in D where all nodes in the path are distinct. Only distinct nodes in an error propagation path are considered, because error propagation into an already contaminated module has negligible effects on the propagation behavior of the module. Error will propagate from ui to uk if there exists at least one propagation path from ui to Uk.
Define the error propagation time from U; to uj, denoted by Xu, as the time interval between the contaminating time of U;
and that of uj. Clearly, Xjj holds a physical meaning only when Xij 2 0. Thus, the definition of Xij should be made under the assumption that U; is the only faulty module or the first module to be contaminated in the system. Under the single faulty module assumption, the faulty module will be the first to be contaminated.
The error propagation times contain complete information The differences between an error propagation time and a direct propagation time are that 1) the latter is associated with a directed edge while the former is defined for every ordered pair of modules, and 2) the latter accounts for error propagation through a particular edge while the former is the minimum propagation time over all propagation paths between the given pair of modules. Since direct propagation times are defined for communication links in the system, without loss of generality, one can assume that they are independent of one another and their distributions do not change even if the underlying fault model is changed.
The relation between Xu's and B,'s can be obtained easily.
First, identify all error propagation paths from U; to U, and calculate the error propagation time along each path by summing up the direct propagation times of all edges in the path. Then, X , is the minimum among all these path propagation times. For example, in the system graph D1 shown in Fig. 3 , XI^ = min ( B I Z + 8 2 3 , B14 + B45 + B53, B14 + B45 + B52 + B23,
Assuming that an error propagates via the push (U, , U?, u3) of graph D 1, the relation between B, and X , is shown in Fig. 2 The distinct feature of fault detection mechanisms is the immediate detection when a fault induces an error so that an error cannot propagate without being detected. Consequently, the module where a detection is made by fault detection mechanisms is the faulty module; the fault location phase is not needed after a fault detection. The faults that can be detected by fault detection mechanisms in a module are defined as FD-detectable faults. The fault detection coverage of U,, denoted by Cp, is the probability of a fault in U, being FD-detectable. Ideally, every fault should be FD-detectable (i.e., CT = 1 for all i ) , which is practically impossible. Thus, to complement (imperfect) fault detection mechanisms, the other two types of detection mechanisms must also be used.
A periodic diagnostic can usually detect more faults with less cost than a fault detection mechanism. The disadvantage is that errors may have been induced and propagated to other modules before the fault is diagnosed, since periodic diagnostics cannot detect faults between diagnostics. The fault location phase is not neccessary following a detection with periodic diagnostics. The faults which are not FD-detectable but are detectable during periodic diagnostics are defined as PD-detectable faults. The coverage of periodic diagnostics in module U,, denoted by Cp, is then the probability of a fault in U, being PD-detectable. Cp is a monotonically increasing function of the diagnostic time. Because the system will not be available for useful work during periodic diagnostics, the time for a complete diagnostic (i.e., Cp = 1 -Cp) is usually too long to apply frequently. It is a common practice to perform a short periodic diagnostic during normal operation and perform a complete diagnostic as such a need arises or when the system is idle. Periodic diagnostics do not have to be scheduled at uniform intervals, but the time to perform each diagnostic is usually fixed. The scheduling of incomplete periodic diagnostics has been studied extensively by many researchers . Based on these results, we will assume that the scheduling of periodic diagnostics on each module has been determined a priori and each module records the time when the last periodic diagnostic was performed.
The faults that are neither FD-detectable nor PD-detectable are undetectable faults. Undetectable faults can be captured only during the fault location phase after the errors induced by these faults are detected by error detection mechanisms. As discussed above, faults are classified according to the type of detection mechanisms that can detect them. This classification implies that there is no randomness in fault detection and periodic diagnostics. That is, if a fault is undetectable, it will never be detected by fault detection mechanisms or periodic diagnostics.
A module often employs several error detection mechanisms simultaneously to accelerate the error detection process. Errors induced by a fault proliferate until one of them is trapped by an error detection mechanism. The pattern of error proliferation depends heavily upon the system workload at the contaminating time, and thus, is random. Therefore, unlike the treatment of fault detection and periodic diagnostics, error detection will be modeled probabilistically .
Based on where errors are detected in a module, error detection mechanisms are divided into two groups: internal and boundary detection schemes. For a module, internal detection schemes refer to all the error detection mechanisms which check the module's internal structure, while the boundary detection schemes detect errors by checking the module's outputs. For example, the capability checking and acceptance test are internal detection schemes, whereas the NMR voting on the outputs is a boundary detection scheme.
Define the internal detection latency of U, , denoted by I,,
as the time interval from the u,'s contaminating time until an error is detected by an internal detection scheme in U,. If a module U, does not have any internal error detection mechanism, then I, = 00.
Define the boundary detection latency on e,,, denoted by JlJ , as the time interval from the uJ's contaminating time until an error is detected at the u,'s side of e,, by a boundary detection scheme. If there is no boundary error detection mechanism on e,,, then JIJ = m. Note that the starting point of JU is the time when an error propagates from U, to uJ. Thus, Prob[ JU = 01 can be intepreted as the probability of detecting an error just before it propagates to uJ via e,.
For any module U,, we define the detection time as the time instant the first error detection is made in u, by either an internal or a boundary detection scheme. The detection latency of U,, denoted by K,, is then defined as the time interval from u,'s contaminating time to its detection time.
A time chart is shown in Fig. 4 to illustrate all the latencies defined in this subsection. Denote the density and cumulative distribution functions of K, by c,( .) and C,( e ) , respectively. Traditionally, the error detection coverage, defined as the probability of detecting errors existing in a module or system, is used as a measure to evaluate the effectiveness of error detection mechanisms. However, this definition does not specify the detection latency which plays a key role in determining the actual coverage. It also implies that if an error is not detected within a certain time limit, the error is considered to be undetectable forever. Hence, it would be more appropriate to define the error detection coverage as a function of time, C ; ( t ) . An error is undetectable only if its associated error latency approaches infinity.
The detection latency can be viewed as a result of the competition among internal detection and boundary detection schemes, i.e., K;=min (Z;, Bjkl + J j k l , * a , Bjk, + Jik,)
with { e j k l , . * e , ejk,} being the set of all outgoing edges at U;.
Assuming that Zi, B,, and Jjj are independent, C;(t) can be obtained by
where "*" denotes convolution and
THE PROBLEM OF FAULT LOCATION
When an error is detected in a module, the following two decisions have to be made before the faulty module can be located:
1) the order of modules to be diagnosed (or the diagnostic order)
2) the maximum diagnostic time for each module, i.e., when to stop diagnosing a module if a fault is not yet found in the module.
The former is dealt with in this section and the latter will be treated in the next section.
Under the single faulty module assumption, the determination of the diagnostic order can be formulated as a Bayesian decision problem. The parameter space contains N hypotheses:
Hi : U; is the faulty module for i = 1 , * e , N.
If the decision time of a system, denoted by T, is the time a system's normal operation is stopped due to the detection of error(s), the sample space is the set of fault syndromes defined below. The fault syndrome of a system, denoted by S, is defined as a record of error detections made from 0 to T, i.e., Usually, the decision time is immediately after the system's first error detection to minimize error propagation. However, it is possible for S to have multiple error-detecting modules, due mainly to the following two reasons. First, the decision time may be predetermined or at fixed intervals. Second, the decision time may be deliberately postponed to gather more information about error propagation.
An action A is defined as the actual diagnostic order and denoted by A = [ a l , a2, a . . , ~N I where U,] is the first module to be diagnosed, uU2 is the second, and so on. If the number of modules diagnosed before locating the faulty module is defined as the loss function 
detection are considered. If we know very little a priori the whereabout of the fault module, a noninformative prior can be employed, which assigns an equal probability to all hypotheses. An informative prior can be determined if we know the previous faulty times of all modules, denoted by T,?', and the distributions of fault cycles of all modules, denoted by F,?'. In case U; has never been faulty, T,?' may represent the time when U; was first put into operation. This informative prior will be calculated on the basis of our suspicion of an individual module being faulty, which is just the conditional probability that one module is faulty and others are not at time T. For example, our suspicion of U; being faulty is
The prior probability of Hi is then the relative suspicion of U; being faulty, i.e., 
B. Likelihood of Fault Syndrome
The likelihood .C,(S) is the conditional probability of S given that U; is the faulty module. To determine Oe;(S), we first derive the density function of ui's contaminating time given S, denoted by f c ( t ) .
Let TD denote the time when the previous complete diagnosis on U; is done and let TP denote the time when the previous periodic diagnostic on U; is done. A complete diagnosis is assumed to have 100 percent coverage; so we are certain that ui is fault-free immediately after Tf if it passed the complete diagnosis. TD is assumed to equal T,?' if no complete diagnosis has been applied since TF. Tp is assumed to equal TP if no periodic diagnostic has been applied since TP. In U;, only undetectable faults could have occurred during the interval between TD and TP, and only PD-detectable and undetectable faults could have occurred during the interval between TP and ti, the time of the first error detection. The likelihood of TF = t , denoted by P:(t), is then
Therefore, the Bayesian expected loss can be reduced by the above exchanges until the minimum is reached when a,] 1
From Bayes' Theorem, the posterior faulty probability ai l"t)= 
I
By definition, TIC = Tf + L; so that the density function of TC can be calculated as
The prior distribution of Hi is our subjective belief about the I location of the faulty module before the results from error
f T C ( t ) = f T F ( t ) * f f ( t )
where "*" denotes the convolution. where U, * e , uWN-, are the modules which had not detected any error. It is very complex and time consuming to analytically derive the joint distribution of error latencies, because EU's are not independent. A more practical approach to get Ci(S, r ) will be numerical simulation using random number generators.
IV. OPTIMAL DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURE
Given a system diagnostic coverage and the optimal diagnostic order determined earlier, we now derive the optimal diagnostic times for individual modules by minimizing the average total diagnostic time.
Periodic diagnostics are usually self-diagnostic routines, but diagnostics at this stage have to be run by an independent system to ensure consistency and high coverage. Assuming that all modules are diagnosed sequentially by an independent ProoJ The diagnostic coverage of the system M is a weighted sum of all modules' individual diagnostic coverages, i.e., which is another form of (4.1) Using the following numerical procedure, the exact value of Di's can be determined by (4.1) and the constraint M = C E a; @ i ( 0;).
Step 1: Assign an initial value to DN.
Step 2 : Let n : = N.
Step 3: Let At : = D,.
Step 4: Calculate Di, 1 I i I n -1, according to (4.1).
Step 5: Calculate rn = T~@~( D~)
+ -
Step 
+ a N a N ( D N ) .
and then go to Step 3. 
= (1 -7 r N ) + 7 r N @ N ( D N ) .
The above range is useful in selecting an initial value of D N . 
From this approximation, it is easy to see that when all modules are equally likely to be faulty (i.e., a1 = . = K N = l / N ) , the optimal diagnostic time of each module increases exponentially with its position in the diagnostic order. To see the effect of the faulty probabilities on the optimal diagnostic times, we consider three cases of the faulty probabilities for a five-module system which are tabulated in Table I . Diagnostic the faulty probability of a module is twice (three times) that of the next module in the diagnostic order. Using the numerical procedure described earlier, the optimal diagnostic times for all three cases under 90 percent system diagnostic coverage are computed and plotted in Fig. 5 . The last category in Fig. 5 is the average diagnostic time derived from (4.2) and the exponential distribution of diagnostic times as follows:
Several conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 5 as follows. If two modules have the same faulty probability and the same distribution of diagnostic times, the one diagnosed earlier requires less diagnostic time, as evidenced in Case 1.
Generally, the diagnostic time for any module increases (and decreases) with its faulty probability, but the amount of increase (decrease) is larger for those modules diagnosed later.
The average total diagnostic time is shorter when there are larger disparities in the faulty probabilities. For example, Case 1 (Case 3) has the least (most) disparity in the faulty probabilities and, thus, the longest (shortest) average total diagnostic time.
In Fig. 6 , the average total diagnostic times are computed for all three cases with the system diagnostic coverage ranging from 81 to 98 percent. The average total diagnostic time is observed to increase substantially when the system diagnostic coverage approaches 1. each basic random parameter introduced thus far, the following will be computed for the example system: 1) the prior faulty probabilities, 2) the likelihoods of two types of fault syndromes, 3) the posterior faulty probabilities, 4) the optimal diagnostic times for individual modules.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
All random parameters, except for .Tij's and Bij's, are assumed to be exponentially distributed. Jij is assumed to have the following density function:
The discrete probability at Jij = 0 is to describe the instantaneous detection coverage of the boundary detection mechanisms. The likelihoods of fault syndromes are obtained via simulation because of the analytic difficulty discussed in Section 11. To increase accuracy, every independent random parameter in our model is generated by an independent random generator in the simulation. One million sets of data are generated for the example.
Two types of fault syndromes are considered: 1) the singledetection type where the decision time is set at the detection time of the first error-detecting module of the system, and 2) the double-detection type where the decision time is set at the detection time of the second error-detecting module of the system. The single-detection and double-detection types of fault syndromes will be written as (9, T ) , (9, T -dt;, 3, T ) , respectively, where T i s the decision time and 9 and 3 are the first and second error-detecting modules. To obtain the double-detection type of fault syndrome, the system has to delay diagnosis for time dt from the first error detection. Will the average total diagnostic time for the double-detection type of fault syndrome be shorter than that for the single-detection type? Our example will answer this question. Since there is a small probability that the delay for the second error-detecting module is unrealistically long, the system will stop waiting after some predetermined time. The delay is set to be no longer than 100 units of time because there are very few double-detection syndromes with a delay longer than 100 in our simulation.
The example system is represented by the graph D1 as shown in Fig. 3 . For all nodes and edges of D1, the associated random parameters are assumed to have the distributions in Table 11 . The assumed values for the constant parameters of D1 are tabulated in Table 111 .
Among the simulation results for all single-detection and double-detection types of fault syndrome, we present only a subset of them that are deemed interesting. The prior faulty As shown in Fig. 7 where u4 is the first error-detecting module of the system, its faulty probability (about 0.5) is the highest among all the modules in D1. However, if ul subsequently detects an error, uI 's faulty probability becomes the highest at about 0.9, because it is much easier for an error to propagate from U, to u4 than from u4 to U,. In Fig. 8 , where u2 will detect an error after u4, if the delay dt < 60, u2 has the highest faulty probability; but, if the delay dt L 60, u4 again has the highest faulty probability. This is because errors propagating from v4 to v2 via v5 take about twice the time than propagating from v2 to v4 and the detection coverages of v2 and v4 are the same. Note that VI also has a moderate faulty probability since errors are also likely to elude the detection mechanisms in v1 and propagate to v2 and v4. In Fig. 9 , if dt is small, all modules except u2 would have some nonzero faulty probabilities, but when dt becomes larger, v4 will dominate others in the faulty probability. Fig. 10 is typical for those syndromes where the first error-detecting module has an output link to the second error-detecting module. The longer the delay, the higher the faulty probability of the first errordetecting module will result. Fig. 11 compares the average total diagnostic times for all the syndromes shown in Figs. 7-10. It shows that not all double-detection fault syndromes lead to shorter average diagnostic times than single-detection fault syndromes do.
There is the time delay ( d t ) penalty for the double-detection type. Then, how can we justify the use of the double-detection type? Given that v4 has made the first error detection, the likelihoods of obtaining those different double-detection fault syndromes are derived and listed in Table IV . It is apparent that a double-detection fault syndrome may increase the average total diagnostic time over the single-detection type only with a probability of 0.091. To evaluate these two types of faulty syndromes further, we calculate and compare the time overheads each of which is defined as the mean time from the first error detection until the end of diagnosis. The results are listed in Table V . It can be concluded that if the first error detection is made in U ] , v2, or v 3 , it is better to diagnose the system immediately; otherwise, it would be better to wait for a second error detection. Interesting problems in the PMC model are 1) determination of the number of faulty modules which can be identified for a given set of test links, 2) assignment of test links to be able to diagnose 1 faulty modules, and 3) development of algorithms to identify faulty modules from test results. There are three major differences between our model and the PMC model as discussed below. The first difference lies in our assumption that an independent fault-free system is available to diagnose all modules. In our model, a module can be defined at a lower level since it is not required to diagnose other modules and there must be test links from the independent system to all modules. In the PMC model, an independent fault-free system is also required to collect and analyze the test results. The second difference is that we consider fault diagnosis as the next step to error detection while in the PMC model fault diagnosis does not consider any interplay between different phases of fault tolerance. We can therefore use the fault syndrome to determine the posterior faulty probabilities and the diagnostic order. In an extension of the PMC model [ 151, the failure rates of individual modules are considered. The third difference is in the assumption on the diagnosis itself. The PMC model assumes that every diagnosis is complete, i.e., a nonfaulty module can always diagnose a faulty module. This unrealistic assumption is relaxed somewhat in [3] and [Z] where incomplete diagnosis is considered. In our model, not only that all diagnoses are incomplete but the diagnostic coverage is assumed to be an increasing function of the diagnostic time.
Although our model and the PMC model have different assumptions and approaches, they could complement each other. One interesting problem is how to minimize the diagnosis time for a PMC model, using partial test results and sequential decision theory.
Another approach to system level fault diagnosis is based on comparison [6], [8] , [14] . The idea behind this approach is to detect and identify the faulty units with user tasks. Assuming that a set of identical processing units are available, a task (or job) will be executed on a selected pair of processing units and the results from both units are compared. Disagreement between the results indicates that one of the processing units is faulty. The faulty processing unit may be identified when a sufficient number of comparisons are made. Although the comparison can be carried out by hardware matchers [17] or any processing unit other than the units that had executed the task [14], an independent system is required to collect and analyze the comparison results. The advantages of this approach are that 1) it covers transient and intermittent faults, 2) it does not have the hardware and software overheads of detection mechanisms and diagnostic programs. It can even utilize the idle time of the processing units to execute duplicated tasks [7] . However, usefulness of the comparison approach is limited because a) it only covers the faults in the processing units, b) it may take a very long time to diagnose the faulty units executing user tasks, and c) it does not consider intertask communications and hence error propagation among tasks.
A fault can be diagnosed only if it is active during diagnosis. When a fault syndrome is obtained, we do not know whether it is the result of a transient, intermittent, or permanent fault. To derive the optimal diagnostic time for each module, the system diagnostic coverage is determined first under the assumption that the fault is permanent. The determination of this diagnostic coverage is an interesting problem in its own right, which is related to system reconfiguration and error recovery. If no faults are found after diagnosing all the modules, the fault could be transient or intermittent or permanent but nondiagnosable. At that time, the posterior faulty probabilities can still be used, in deciding what to do next.
In this paper, we assumed that there is at most one faulty module in the system, i.e., the single faulty module assumption. (There could be multiple faults in the faulty module, though.) To extend our model to the case of multiple faulty modules, the number of hypotheses in the parameter space of the Bayesian decision problem has to be increased as follows:
HIJ : U, and uJ are the faulty modules for 1 I i < j 5 N, : U,, uJ , and u k are the faulty modules for 1 5 i < j 5 N , Then, the same approach for the case of single faulty module can be used to obtain the posterior likelihood of each hypothesis being true. However, the complexity in calculating these likelihoods will increase dramatically.
The main issue in using our model for real systems is how to collect the necessary statistics and estimate the distributions of the parameters introduced in our model. This issue is discussed below from two different viewpoints. First, the difficulty in obtaining the information on input parameters is inevitable and is the price to pay for any realistic model like ours. As mentioned in Section 11, we have already developed methodologies to measure direct propagation times and the distribution of fault latencies on real systems [27], [28] . The error latency and coverage have also been measured by some other researchers [9], [25] to evaluate different detection mechanisms. Similar methodologies are expected to be developed in the future to monitor the behavior of faults and errors. It is also important to note that the parameters introduced in our model are also needed to model other phases of fault tolerance.
Second, distributions of the random parameters in our model do not have to be exact to be useful. The faulty module is actually diagnosed by the diagnostic programs applied to each module. All these distributions are used to decide the diagnostic order and the diagnostic time. It is meaningless to verify that a parameter follows a certain distribution, because the distribution is just a summary of our past information about the parameter. If we know little about a parameter, a uniform distribution will be used for the parameter. If a time parameter is more likely to be short than long, then an exponential distribution can be used for the parameter. This applies to the determination of the prior faulty probabilities as well as other parameters. The key idea is to make the best use of available information for fault diagnosis, instead of assuming the perfect (or very accurate) information about faults and errors.
VII. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have formulated and solved a new problem of locating a faulty module. The distinguishing characteristics of our model as compared to other models on system level fault diagnosis are the consideration of 1) the information from other phases of fault tolerance, 2 ) the time overheads of fault diagnosis, and 3) the imperfectness of diagnostic coverage.
Based on the likelihood principle, the faulty probabilities for individual modules have been calculated from parameters of fault detection, periodic diagnostic, error propagation, and error detection. The optimal diagnostic order of modules is then found to be the decreasing order of the faulty probabilities. Given a system diagnostic coverage and the optimal diagnostic order, the optimal diagnostic time for each module is then determined to minimize the average total diagnostic time. A numerical example is presented and discussed, and the following conclusions have. been drawn. First, the disparity in the modules' faulty probabilities has a great effect on shortening the average total diagnostic time. Second, in most cases the faulty probabilities show large disparities so that it is worthwhile to compute the faulty probabilities for individual modules before actual diagnosis. Third, delaying diagnosis until the second error detection can sometimes improve the total diagnostic time overhead. The determination of the optimal delay period for diagnosis purpose is an interesting future problem. Error latency for the error originated from U, and detected in U,. Last time a repair was done on U,. Last time a thorough diagnostic was done on U,. Last time a periodic diagnostic was done on U,. The contaminating time of U,. The faulty time of U,. The decision time of the system. Percentage of faults that the diagnostic can uncover in U, and 9, = d+,/dt.
Optimal diagnostic time for U,.
